MINUTES
OF THE 100th RCM MEETING HELD ON 10.07.2015
AT 11.00 HOURS AT MUMBAI

100th RCM was held on 10.07.2015 at 11.00 hours in the conference hall of office of the Chief Postmaster General, Mumbai 400 001. The following were present during the meeting:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Administrative side</th>
<th>Staff side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shri. A.K. Dash, Chief Postmaster General, Chairman</td>
<td>Shri. Mangesh V. Parab, RCM Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shri V.K. Gupta, PMG (Mails &amp; BD), Member</td>
<td>Shri. S.M. Sathe, RCM Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smt Marianma Thomas, PMG Nagpur Region, Member</td>
<td>Shri Balkrishna H. Chalke, RCM Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shri P.N. Ranjit Kumar, PMG Mumbai Region, Member</td>
<td>Shri N.N. Mujawar, RCM Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shri Pranav Kumar, DPS Aurangabad Region</td>
<td>Shri S.N. Jadhav, RCM Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shri. Rupesh J. Sonawale, ADPSR, CO Mumbai</td>
<td>Shri S.B. Tawde, RCM Member</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the outset, Chief PMG, Mumbai welcomed all the members and the following item wise agenda was discussed thereafter:

NEW AGENDA ITEMS:-
ITEM NO. 100/01/2015:
Date of effect of promotion:

Circle office is issuing promotional orders in respect of LSG, HSG-II, HSG-I (NB) cadres and directing the concerned Divisional / Units Heads to relieve the officials for joining their new posting after enjoining admissible joining time. The officials in same divisions are joining the duties on their promotional posts immediately whereas the officials posted outside their parent divisions or other Regions are joining later on as they relieved by the parent units late, due to administrative reasons. But the date of promotion is taken as date of issue of promotional orders for all employees. Despite clear cut orders issued by the Directorate under no. 16/7/90-Estt (Pay-I) dated 20.03.1995 circulated vide C.O. letter no. Staff/A/289/11/Order dated 27.06.1996 “to relieve the officials promoted immediately”, some Divisional Heads are not relieving the officials (except the officials against whom the disciplinary action is pending) immediately.

As per notification published in Gazette of India on 17.07.2014 and circulated by C.O. Mumbai thereafter, recruitment rules of HSG-I have been revised and as per the revision minimum service of 5 years in HSG-II is required for promotion in HSG-I (NB) cadre. But there is one another provision in the said Gazette that before publication of Gazette Notification, if the officials who have completed 3 years of service in HSG-II are eligible for HSG-I (NB) promotion.
But it is observed that in recent DPC for HSG-I cadre, some officials who were promoted in HSG-II (NB) cadre as per C.O. Mumbai memo No. STA/10-11/HSG-II (NB)/2010 dated 25.05.2011 have joined their promotional post after 2 months as their parent units have not relieved them in time and their names have been omitted or not included in the list of officials due for HSG-I promotion submitted to DPC. This is injustice on such officials as they have not refused the promotion and also there is no fault on the part of such officials as their parent unit have relieved them late.

The staff side therefore demand that the review DPC may be taken in respect of such officials and render favour of justice to them.

**Decision:**

*DPC for HSG-I is held and DPC for HSG-II is under process. All the DPCs will be conducted on time and instructions will be issued to all the Regions and Divisions to conduct DPC in time.*

*(Item closed)*

**ITEM NO. 100/02/2015:**

**Misinterpretation of SB rules by the officers at Divisional level and harassment to the staff working in SB/NSC branches and SAS Agents.**

In order to increase the business in Savings Bank no doubt, Department is depends upon SAS/MPKBY Agents. In every last quarter of year, officers are pressing hard to the staff and SAS Agents to complete the target fixed for them. On the other hand some officers are issuing show cause notices / charge sheets by misinterpretation of rules. For example:

i) As per orders issued by the Directorate under no. 116-35/2009-SB dated 11.03.2011, SAS agents authorized to deposit by cash upto Rs. 10000/- only “at a time”. But some Divisional Heads/ASPOs are misinterpreting the said rule as “In a day” and directed the staff working on SB/NSC counters to recover the commission paid to SAS agents who have deposited cash more than Rs. 10000/- in a day. Here it is necessary to see that they have invested the amount more than Rs. 10000/- by submitting separate application of Rs. 10000/- each. Some Divisional Heads have issued charge sheets to the concerned staff also.

ii) Some Divisional Heads have issued charge sheets on officials working in SB branches for effecting payment of withdrawal to the messengers mentioning that “Payment effected to unknown person”.

It is interesting to note that Account holders are noting the name of messenger, Account number, amount etc. on SB-7, but the learned SSPOs have not mentioned the these particulars in charge sheets.

iii) When the SAS agents are enquiring about withdrawal of messenger facility with the Divisional Heads, then they are replying them as “No, they can give complaint against the staff who are not allowing messenger payment”. This is dual policy of such Divisional Heads.

The Postal Department is thinking for increase of business. But because of this policy instead of increasing business in SB/NSC section, it will be decreased and officers will blame to the staff for deficiency of business or non completion of Target.
The staff side therefore demands for issue of suitable instructions to all concerned and also guide them by arranging workshop and also give clear cut instructions to all subordinate staff as how to face the situation or whether they may stop increasing of SB/NSC business.

Decision:

The concerns of the staff side were noted. Clarifications will be issued to the units to strictly adhere to the instructions laid down by the department. Computers are being upgraded in a phased manner, where funds have been requested from the Dte.

(Item closed)

ITEM NO. 100/03/2015:
Operating PPF Accounts by the Power of Attorney.

As per orders issued by the Directorate under No. 32-02/2003-SB dated 16.04.2004 “Power of Attorney holder can neither open nor operate any PPF Account on behalf of subscriber”. From this order it is clear that the payment of closed PPF Account cannot be effected to power of Attorney Holder. But some persons holding power of Attorney of PPF Account subscriber quarreling with the staff for nonpayment/non cooperating with the members of public. If the officials have requested to Divisional Office to guide them in this respect the officers are not giving any clarification in writing except saying orders/rules are quite clear. The staff side therefore request for issue of clarification on the subject or to take up the matter with the Directorate for further clarification.

Decision:

Instructions of Dte. order no. 113-3/08-SB dated 19.06.2008 will be reiterated to all.

(Item closed)

ITEM NO. 100/04/2015:
Provision of toilet facilities to all Post/RMS offices and separate toilet facility for women employees.

As a test case we have obtained the information on above subject under RTI act in respect of Aurangabad Region. Out of 494 Post Offices, toilet facility is not available in 20 offices and in respect of women employees only 41 offices are having separate toilet facility and in 453 offices no such facility is available. The situation is worst and disgrace to the postal department. Same situation might be in other Region also.

The staff side therefore demands that the action for providing toilet facilities to all Post Offices and separate toilet facilities for women employees may be taken on war footing.

Decision:

It was decided in RCM meeting to give utmost priority to the issue of having proper and clean toilets in all the departmental buildings and rented buildings. For departmental buildings, with
the funds received under ‘Gender Concerns’ for consideration of separate toilets, the matter will be expedited. The funds received under the head "Repairs and maintenance" will be utilized to enhance the toilets and carry out the repairs wherever necessary subject to availability of funds. As regards rented buildings, wherever there are requirements, matter will be taken up with the landlords for providing proper toilet facilities/repairs to the toilet.

Action: All Regional PMsG / ADPS (Bldg.)

ITEM NO. 100/05/2015:
Preparation of compendium of RCM decisions and its circulations to all Regions, Divisions, Units and RCM members.

It is observed that the decision taken in RCM have not been implemented in many divisions as they are not aware of it due to non availability of detailed information with them.

The staff side therefore request for preparation of compendium of important RCM decisions subject wise and its circulation to all Divisional / Unit Heads / R.O.s. the copies may be supplied to all the RCM Members.

Decision:

1. It was brought to the notice that in some divisions, the staff are still not provided with yearly items like 1 pen, 1 glass and a napkin as per decision taken in the earlier RCM. The decision taken in RCM will be reiterated to all.
2. The compendium of softcopy of RCM decisions will be circulated to the concerned.

Action: ADPSR

ITEM NO. 100/06/2015:
Cancellation of permission for construction of Post Office Building on the plot reserved for Kankavli MDG (Sindhudurg Dn.)

Since last more than 50 years Kankavli Post Office is functioning from present rented premises. The condition of said premises is worst. There is proposal to construct the building for Kankavli SO on the plot reserve for said purpose. Some funds have also been sanctioned by the Directorate. But we have received shocking news that the permission for construction of Post Office building has been withdrawn by the Nagar Panchayat, Kankavli as the Postal Department has not taken any interest for construction of Post Office building.

The staff side therefore demand for taking the matter with the concerned authorities of Nagar Panchayat, Collector of Sindhudurg District and Directorate and construction of Post Office Building on said reserve plot may be started without wastage of time.

Decision:

The permission for construction of Post Office building at Kankavali has not been withdrawn by the concerned authorities. PMG Goa Region is pursuing the matter regarding revalidation of building proposal. Demarcation of the land by the survey department due to consideration for
expansion of the road adjacent to the plot will be expedited by PMG Goa Region in consultation with the concerned authorities.

Action: PMG Goa Region / ADPS (Bldg.)

ITEM NO. 100/07/2015:
Misuse of powers of higher authorities by the Divisional Heads while changing the duties of incharge of the office and ASPM/APM/DyPM.

Powers for change of duties from split duty to single duty of incharge of offices to other supervisory staff are vested to the Head of the Circle. But some Divisional Heads have issued orders for change of duty hours of incharge of the office and directed those senior officials to work as supervisor on counters without obtaining prior permission of Competent Authority.

The staff side therefore demands that suitable instructions may be issued to all the Divisional/Unit Heads.

Decision:

If there is any specific case, it may be taken up with the concerned Regional PMsG.

(Item closed)

ITEM NO. 100/08/2015:
Pre monsoon repairs to PO and RMS Offices as well as Postal Colonies.

Service unions are taking this issue on all the Forums every year but the administration always delaying the matter. Numbers of Departmental as well as rented Post Offices/RMS Offices buildings are in dilapidated conditions. The quarters in few postal colonies are also in similar situation. There is possibility of serious accident. The staff side therefore demand for starting premonsoon repairs of such buildings immediately.

Decision:

The RCM noted that there are issues relating to the non availability of funds for repair works and in absence of regular maintenance, some of the quarters are in a very dilapidated state. Circle Office has sought for appropriate quantum of funds from the Dte., but has been allotted only limited funds and more funds have been requested. Action will be taken to prioritize repairs and maintenance works in such buildings which requires immediate maintenance. The staff side was requested to submit a list of such buildings and staff quarters which requires immediate maintenance on priority to the concerned PMsG under intimation to the Circle Office, so that the Regional PMsG can take the same into consideration.

Action: All Regional PMsG/ADPS (Bldg.)
ITEM NO. 100/9/2015:
Results of Departmental Examinations:
First of all we appreciate the administration of Maharashtra Circle for declaring the results of various departmental examinations within 15 days from the date of the exam. Also the results are declared at Circle Level. However, in case of departmental examination conducted for GDS to Postman on 28.12.2014, the result has been declared at Divisional Levels and only the names and marks of successful candidates are published. Thus, the candidates who are not qualified in this examination have not came to know the marks secured by them in the said examination. It is necessary, all candidates whether qualified or not in the exam should know their marks. Hence, it is requested to continue the practice of declaration of results at Circle Levels and also with the names and marks of unqualified candidates.

Decision:

The results / marks of departmental examination will be intimated to all the departmental candidates.

Action: ADPS (Rectt.)

ITEM NO. 100/10/2015:
Non updation of Website of Maharashtra Circle:

Maharashtra Circle is having separate website for many references. However, this website is not updated regularly. It is necessary to post regular updates regarding the examinations, results, DPCs for various promotions and other employee's related or welfare information.

Decision:

Already action has been taken to revamp the website of Maharashtra Circle and which will be done progressively. More and more information as per the interest of the staff and members of public will be placed on the website.

(Item closed)

ITEM NO. 100/11/2015:

Speed up the delivery system of Department of Posts:

In this competitive market, the members of public expect it necessary for Department of Posts to increase the speed of delivery. For effecting the fast delivery of articles, it is necessary to review the entire delivery system once again. Also the MMS Vehicles are required to be condemned observing their life span and maintenance costs and new MMS Vehicles to be supplied. Same is the fact regarding computer hardware and peripherals.
Decision:

1. For effecting speedy delivery, proposal for MMS has been approved for long routes i.e. from Mumbai to Nashik, Mumbai to Nagpur (one way) and Mumbai to Pune. Nodal delivery centres are proposed to be started in Mumbai, Pune and Nagpur for delivering e-commerce articles / Speed Post parcels. Parcel Parcel hub will be functioning for processing of e-commerce / Speed Post parcels. Pilot nodal delivery in the divisions in Mumbai for delivery of e-commerce articles will commence shortly.

2. Daily monitoring is being done at all levels to achieve the prescribed delivery norms particularly for Speed Post and eCommerce articles. Day to day processing of mails in RMS offices and same day delivery by delivery POs are also being monitored for ordinary articles.

3. Regarding MMS vehicles, vehicles are being condemned from time to time after prescribed life span / no. of KMs run covered by vehicles. In recent one year, total 50 new MMS vehicles have been supplied by the Directorate against the condemned vehicles in this Circle.

4. The MMS, Mumbai has received 13 Nos. of Tata – 407 (CNG BC-IV) chassis against condemned 14 numbers of Tata-407 CNG vehicles of MMS, Mumbai. The body fabrication work on these chassis is in progress and same will be taken on road after completion of body fabrication as well as RTO registration.

Action: PMG (Mails & BD)/Manager MMS

ITEM NO. 100/12/2015:
Procurement & Supply of Polythene and Canvas Bags for Convey of Mails:

Almost all the bags used for convey of mails by RMS and all other offices are in worst condition and it is need of time to procure good quality polythene and canvas bags for the same purpose.

Decision:

This matter has already been taken up with the Directorate for supply of the mail bags. Indent has been called for from the Directorate recently and the matter will be expedited. However, this item is being closed as procurement of bags is being done centrally at Directorate level.

(Item closed)

ITEM NO. 100/13/2015:
Non Availability of Funds for meeting Medical Expenditure Bills of the Staff:

Medical expenditure bills of the eligible departmental staff are pending over a long due to non availability of the funds for reimbursement of medical expenditure. Hence, it is requested to make the fund available for the purpose at the earliest.
**Decision:**

The administrative side is already aware of shortage of funds under medical head. The matter will be taken up with the Dte. for allotment of extra funds.

*(Item closed)*

**Pending Agenda items –**

**ITEM NO. 99/1/2014:**
Fixing of criteria for Receipt and delivery of Speed Post articles received in bulk at Delivery Post Offices in a day.

Now a days, it is observed that so many companies use to send Speed Post articles in bulk to almost every Delivery Office in Maharashtra Circle. Recently, round about minimum 15000 to 20000 Speed Post articles are received in a day for delivery purpose. But considering the limit of manpower as well as time, it is very difficult job for PAs to issue such a heavy bulk mail as well as for Postmen to deliver such huge mail within timeframe. Till this date no criteria or instructions were given by the competent authority about the norms for receipt and delivery of the said bulk in a day.

We therefore demands to issue suitable criteria and norms for avoiding such inconvenience in future.

**Decision:**

This issue is discussed and closed.

*(Item closed)*

**ITEM NO. 99/2/2014:**
Strict implementation of RCM decision regarding supply of fake note detecting machine

Your kind and authoritative attention is hereby invited about this sensitive issue which was discussed in various periodical meetings thread bareely. But unfortunately administration is not taking thorough cognizance because newspapers are now publishing the news of fake +notes of thousand rupee currency used in a day to day affairs. It is therefore necessary to arrest such type of antisocial activities by real means.

We therefore demand to confirm the supply of fake note detecting machine in each Post Office in Maharashtra Circle.

**Decision:**

All the PMsG have been instructed to procure this item on priority and supply to all the offices under their jurisdiction.

*(Item closed)*
ITEM NO. 99/3/2014:
Remedial measures to keep Post Offices/RMS Offices neat and clean

We are appreciating the efforts taken for keeping Post Offices/RMS Offices neat and clean under “Swachcha Bharat Abhiyan” initiated by our Hon’ble Prime Minister. This practice should be carried out everyday. Therefore, it is very necessary to give priority for remedial measures regarding this issue by supplying house-keeping kit and it is also necessary to provide regular wet sweeper as per requirement to every Post Office/RMS Office. Unless and until the above fulfillment is made, no responsibilities will be relied upon any official holding the charge.

Apart from that some of the records are permanent in nature and so old that the files in which they are preserved are in totally torn condition. E.g. Pensioners files, service books, disciplinary cases. Hence, there is a need to supply good quality and durable files to all offices for preservation of permanent records.

We therefore demand for strict adherence of our above-said suggestions to encourage “Swachcha Bharat Abhiyan”.

Decision:

This issue is discussed and closed.  
(Item closed)

ITEM NO. 99/4/2014:
Structural Audit of major Post Offices and RMS Offices to avoid fatal incidents:

It is observed that the condition of the premises, where Post Offices and RMS Offices in Maharashtra Circle are situated, is very dilapidated and poor. This is issue was previously discussed in almost every periodical meeting but, progress on the subject was not so fruitful. Also, there were so many cases of collapse of buildings during this year. It is pertinent to note that Inspection quarters were built in Dadar HO building but structural audit was not carried out till this date.

We therefore demand to carry out the same to avoid unlikely incidents in future.

Decision:

Wherever it is necessary, the Regional PMsG would carry out the structural audit of PO/RMS buildings as the PMsG are competent to get the structural audit done through civil wing. This will be carried out in the buildings, which are very old and in dilapidated condition in consultation with civil wing.

Action: All Regional PMsG / ADPS (Bldg.)

ITEM NO. 99/5/2014:
Strict implementation of RCM decision regarding repatriation of deputed staff at CO/RO/DO and other Divisions to their parent unit.

It is very unfortunate to take this issue in this forum again because agitations were made on this issue and promises were given by the administration positively. But, the promises were not being kept. Some of the PAs are officiating in not only PA cadre but also in Steno cadre.
Repeated instructions were issued by RO to not to depute any official to DO for more than 15 days but some of the Divisions in Maharashtra Circle are having excess staff other than their sanctioned strength. This may be caused for acute shortage in operative offices.

We therefore demand to repatriate the entire deputed staff to parent unit immediately.

**Decision:**

The work of outsourcing of manpower is being done in other Circles like Delhi & Karnataka and work order has been issued by some Circles as per the orders of the Directorate dt. 07.01.2015. In Maharashtra Circle also, NIT for the same will be expedited and action will be taken to repatriate staff who are working on deputation in a phased manner after the outsourcing contract is entered into and made operational.

Action: All Regional PMsG/ APMG (Staff)

**ITEM NO. 99/6/2014:**
**Creation of a sanctioned strength of BPC, MBC, NSH, SPC Hub and provision of infrastructure for that:-**

Under the BD scheme, the BPCs / MBCs are introduced as a revenue generating units. There is huge quantum of work in BPCs/MBCs/NSH and SPC Hub round the clock i.e. booking of accountable articles, defacing, franking and dispatch of the same which has to be performed by Departmental Official only. For this purpose, administration is using the staff from other Divisions on deputations. But these type of deputations are from the actual sanctioned strength of that particular Division. Therefore, such Divisions have to face the acute shortage of staff and cannot give prompt service to the member of public in operative offices. We therefore demand the creation of sanctioned strength as suggested above are very essential in future and fill the vacancies through direct recruitment process.

**Decision:**

Reply as given in above item no. 99/5/2014:

*(Item closed)*

**Item No. 98/3/2014:**
**Providing extra computers & manpower to all delivery Post Offices:**

It is noticed that the work of speed post articles increased manifold. It is very difficult the staff I delivery section to complete the work in time out delivery as per schedule or to take returns from postman staff. As per the rules, all the articles received for delivery should send for delivery on same day.

The staff side therefore demands that to implementation of this rule and all instructions additional PC’s Printers and Staff should be attached to delivery Post Offices.
Decision:

Providing of computers and other peripherals as per the norms of Post Offices is under the active consideration at Directorate level.

Regarding manpower to all delivery post offices, reply as given in item no. 99/5/2014:  

(Item closed)

Item No. 98/5/2014:  
Direct Recruitment of postmen/Mailguard/MTS Staff:

Direct Recruitment for the posts of Postmen/Mailguard and MTS staff (including MTS Staff at Administrative Offices) is pending for the years. Hence, necessary action is requested to be taken for immediate recruitment of Postmen and MTS Staff. Further, the posts reserved for the category of Scheduled Tribes Candidates (ST) are vacant due to non availability of candidates belonging to the category in many Regions. So, it is requested that such vacancies should also be filled up immediately through direct recruitment.

Decision:

Union side stated that no recruitment are made in LR posts and no vacancies filled up. LR vacancies should also be taken into account while calculating the vacancies for the posts. The matter will be reviewed.

Action: AD (Rectt.)

Item No. 98/6/2014:  
Non Credit of Severance amount of GDS passing Postman/MTS Exams:

When a GDS Employee passes LDC for the post of Postman/MTS, severance amount of such GDS employee should be credited to the NPS Account of such employee as per Directorate orders. However, due to absence of clear directions from NSDL to CRA, such amounts are not credited to eligible employees NPS Accounts. Hence, immediate action is necessary for credit of such non credited amount of GDS Employees who have cleared LDC for the posts of postmen/MTS.

Decision:

This issue does not come under the purview of RCM.

(Item closed)

Item No. 97/11/2014:  
Provision of Tiffin/Changing Room to Women workers at Panvel Stg. Office:

A good number of women workers are working at Panvel Stg. Office, but tiffin/changing room is not provided. The issue was taken in Bi-monthly meeting with PMG (MM) and the same is pending since 2010 without any appropriate action.
It is therefore urged upon the provide tiffin/rest/changing room to women workers at Panvel Stg. Office.

Reply:

The tiffin/changing room of Panvel DO office to be utilized by the ladies staff of Panvel Stg Office also.

(Item closed)

Item No. 93/1/2012:

Uniform cloth to postman & MTS Staff wherever pending since the year 2008-2009 should be ensured admeasuring 2.60 meters x 147 cms as per the specifications prescribed by the Directorate (instead of 2.40 meters x 138 cms).

The Directorate have specified shirt with full sleeves can be stitched. For the purpose 2.60 M x 147 cms cloth is required whereas at some places cloth is supplied @ 2.40 M x 138 cms. Hence, it may be ensured to supply at @ 2.60 M x 147 Cms.

Decision:

A) P. C. Suiting Cloth (Khaki)

i) Supply order for the block year 2014-16 is paced on 31.03.2015 through DGS & D website with the available funds for PSD Nashik, PSD Kolhapur & PSD Nagpur. Supply is awaited.

ii) Procurement for Mumbai Region for the block year 2014-16 will be done through tender process after allotment of funds.

B) F.P. Chappal (Gents)

i. Matter is taken up with Directorate through CO for intimating new specification of F. P. Chappals. Reply from the Directorate is awaited.

ii. However, as approved by CO the matter is in process for procuring F. P. Chappals for the block year 2014-16 with the specification received from PSD Hyderabad.

Due to non availability of funds, the matter is held up. On receipt of funds from the Dic, the matter will be processed.

C) J. D. Bags (Khaki)

Supply order for 3, 750 nos. of J.D. Bags for the block year 2012-15 is placed on 30.04.2015. Supply is awaited.
D) **Umbrella**

Supply of 24, 975 nos. of Folding Umbrellas for the block year 2014-16 is received and distributed to all PSDs under Maharashtra Circle.

**Item closed**

E) **J.D. Bags (Red)**

Supply order for 3, 213 nos. of J.D. Bags for the block year 2012-15 is placed on 30.04.2015. Supply is awaited.

Action: PMG (MR) / Supdt. PSD Mumbai

---

10. **Item No. 93/Out of agenda/2013:**

No ladies uniforms have been given since last 8 years i.e saries and blouse. Only petticoats have been given. Tenders for saries and blouse have been placed.

**Decision:**

A) **P.C. Sarees (Khaki)**

Supply of 2, 028 nos. of P.C. Sarees (Khaki) is received on 13.03.2015 and distributed to all PSDs under Maharashtra Circle.

**Item closed**

B) **Salwar & Kameez Cloth (Khaki)**

Supply of 1630 meters of Salwar and Kameez Cloth (Khaki) is received on 16.12.2014 and distributed to all PSDs under Maharashtra Circle.

**Item closed**

C) **Duppatta Cloth (Khaki)**

Supply of total no. of 811 Duppatta Cloth (Khaki) is received on 29.12.2014 and distributed to all PSDs under Maharashtra Circle for distribution to MTS Staff.

**Item closed**

D) **Female Chappals**:

Supply of total no. of 2,220 Female Chappals is received and distributed to all PSDs in Maharashtra Circle.

**Item closed**
E) Petticoats (Khaki):
   i) Supply order for 1,970 nos of Petticoat (Khaki) is placed on 05.03.2015.
   ii) Supply is awaited.

F) J. D. Bags (Khaki)

Supply order for 3,750 nos. of J.D. Bags for the block year 2012-15 is placed on 30.04.2015. Supply is awaited.

Action: PMG (MR) / Supdt. PSD Mumbai

(Rupesh J. Sonavale)
Asstt. Director Postal Services (PSR)
O/o The Chief Postmaster General,
Maharashtra Circle, Mumbai 400001.
Email ID: adpsrmh@gmail.com
Tel No. 22623230/22621806

No. Union/2-2/100th RCM/2015 dated at Mumbai 400 001 the .08.2015

Copy to:

1. All Regional PMsG in Maharashtra Circle
2. PMG(MM& BD), Mumbai
3. Director Postal Services (HQ), CO Mumbai
4. All PSDs, Maharashtra Circle
5. Secretary & Members of staff side RCM
6. All concerned Group officers in CO/RO, Mumbai. They are requested to submit the progress/action taken report on concerned paras of their section within a fortnight.
7. Spare